We study here the limit of global weak solutions of the compressible NavierStokes equations (in the isentropic regime) in a bounded domain, with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the velocity, as the Mach number goes to 0. We show that the velocity converges weakly in L 2 to a global weak solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Moreover, the convergence in L 2 is strong under some geometrical assumption on .
Introduction
This paper is devoted to the study of the so-called incompressible limit for solutions of the compressible isentropic Navier-Stokes equations. We consider here the case of a ow in a bounded domain with the natural physical boundary conditions for a viscous uid, namely (homogeneous) Dirichlet boundary conditions. This work is, in some sense, the sequel of 15] where various cases were considered, namely the cases of a periodic ow, of a ow in the whole space, or in a bounded domain with other boundary conditions than Dirichlet conditions. In the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, the results of 15] only cover situations where the initial conditions are \well prepared" (density \almost" constant, velocity \almost" incompressible).
Before describing more precisely our main mathematical result, we wish to describe it and emphasize a new striking phenomenon caused by the boundary conditions. As is well known physically, one expects that, as the Mach 1 number goes to 0, fast acoustic waves are generated carrying the energy of the potential part of the ow (and a normalized part of the internal energy of the gas). For periodic ows (or for some particular boundary conditions), these waves subsist forever and their frequency grows. Mathematically speaking, this means that the solutions of compressible (isentropic) Navier-Stokes equations may only converge weakly (in L 2 ) to the solutions of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations { and they do as shown in 15] . However, in the case of a viscous ow in a bounded domain with the usual Dirichlet boundary condition, under a generic assumption, we shall show here that the acoustic waves are instantaneously (asymptotically) damped, due to the formation of a thin boundary layer. This layer dissipates the energy carried by the waves and, from a mathematical viewpoint, we obtain a strong convergence in L 2 .
This phenomenon is also present for a related problem which presents, as is classical, striking analogies with the one studied here, namely the so-called \Ekman pumping" for rotating uids (see for instance 7] ).
Let us now say a word on the mathematical method used in 15] and here. In 15], the main tool was the use of the group generated by the wave operator (corresponding to the acoustic waves alluded to above), a method introduced in earlier works ( 18] , 6], and 16]) which requires some smoothness of solutions. It turns out (see 15] for more details) that there is just enough regularity information to go globally in time from weak solutions of compressible equations to the ones of incompressible equations. Here however, this method does not apply because of subtle interactions between dissipative e ects and wave propagation near the boundary. These two phenomena can not be split as in 15] and the group generated by the wave operator (with slip boundary conditions) does not seem to be adapted to this problem. The proof therefore relies upon spectral analysis of the semigroup generated by the dissipative wave operator, together with Duhamel's principle. Let us also mention some earlier related works ( 9] , 19], 10], 8]) which concern strong solutions (on a nite time interval) in the whole space, and the forthcoming paper 4] where the strong convergence is shown in the whole space using the dispersion of acoustic waves.
We may now state precisely our main result for which we need to introduce some notations. We thus consider a viscous isentropic compressible uid with a pressure law (p = a , > 1) as in 15]. The incompressible limit arises in an appropriate scaling such that we may write equations for the density 2 " 0 and the velocity u " as follows @ t " + div ( " u " ) = 0 in (0; 1); u " = 0 on @ (0; 1); (1) @ t ( " u " ) + div ( " u " u " ) ? u " ? ( + )rdiv u " + r( " ) " 2 = 0 in (0; 1); (2) where is a bounded smooth (say C 2 ) domain of R d with d = 2 or 3. We impose some initial conditions " jt=0 = " 0 0; " u " jt=0 = m " 0 in (3) where, by convention, m " 0 = 0 on fx 2 = " 0 (x) = 0g and we assume
Here and below, C denotes various positive constants independent of " and we denote by Finally, we set jm " 0 j 2 = " 0 = 0 on fx 2 = " 0 (x) = 0g.
The parameter " 2 > 0 corresponds to the Mach number and we wish to let it go to 0 + . For the sake of simplicity, the viscosity coe cients and are taken independent of " and the reference density is equal to 1. (1) (2) in the sense of distributions. In addition, " 
and (3) 0 : (6) Let us also mention that in 12] the following additional bound is shown:
" 2 L q loc ( 0; 1) ) where q = ? 1 + 2 =d. Without loss of generality, we may assume, in view of (6) , that u " converges weakly in L 2 (0; 1; H 1 0 ( )) d to some u.
Because of (6), " converges to 1 (see 15] for more details). And we may thus expect from (1) that div u " converges to 0, hence div u = 0, and that u thus solves the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations @ t u + div (u u) ? u + r = 0; div u = 0 in (0; 1); and u = 0 on @ (0; 1): (7) This is indeed correct as shown in the following result and u is a \Leray" solution (called below a global weak solution of (7) (7) in the sense of distributions for some (say distribution) . We nally introduce the usual decomposition of u 0 into its irrotational and its potential parts namely u 0 = u 0 +ũ 0 , where div u 0 = 0, curlũ 0 = 0 in , and u 0 n = 0 on @ , where n denotes the outward normal to @ .
In order to state precisely our main Theorem, we need to introduce a geometrical condition on . Let us consider the following overdetermined problem ? = in ; @ @n = 0 on @ ; and is constant on @ : (8) A solution to (8) is said to be trivial if = 0 and is a constant. We will say that satis es assumption (H) if all the solutions of (8) are trivial. Schi er's conjecture says that every satis es (H) excepted the ball (see for instance 5]). In two dimensionnal space, it is proved that every bounded, simply connected open set R 2 whose boundary is Lipschitz but not real analytic satis es (H), hence property (H) is generic in R 2 .
Our main result reads as follows Theorem 1 Under the above conditions, " converges to 1in C( 0; T]; L ( )) and u " converges to u weakly in L 2 ((0; T) ) d for all T > 0, and strongly if satis es (H). In addition, u is a global weak solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (7) satisfying u jt=0 = u 0 in .
More precisely, we will split the eigenvectors ( k;0 ) k2N of the Laplace equation with Neumann boundary condition (which represent the acoustic eigenmodes in ) into two classes : those which are not constant on @ will generate boundary layers and will be quickly damped, thus converging strongly to 0; those which are constant on @ (non trivial solutions of (8)), for which no boundary layer forms, will remain oscillating forever, leading to only weak convergence. Indeed, if (H) is not satis ed, u " will in general only converge weakly and not strongly to u (like in the periodic case = T d for instance). However, if at initial time t = 0, no modes of second type are present in the velocity, the convergence to the incompressible solution is strong in L 2 .
Theorem 1 also applies to = T d?1 0; 1], which does not satisfy (H). Notice that according to Schi er's conjecture the convergence is not strong for general initial data when is the two or three dimensionnal ball, but is expected to be always strong in any other domain.
Preliminaries
First, for any (f; g) 2 L 2 ( ; C l ) 2 j " ? 1j L ( ) C": (11) Let us nally precise the time regularity of the velocity u " . In section 3:2, we will split u " = u " 1 + u " 2 , where u " 1 = u " 1 j " ?1j 1=2 and u " 2 = u " 1 j " ?1j>1=2 , which satisfy : (17) Proof: The main idea is to build approximate modes of A " in terms of k;0 .
More precisely, we make for k;";N and k;";N the following ansatz (10) implies that the left hand side of (28) Let us observe that after a time rescaling of order ", the rst order term i k;1 clearly yields an instantaneous damping of acoustic waves, as soon as Re(i k;1 ) < 0. For this reason, we de ne I N to be the set of eigenmodes k;0 of ? N such that Re(i k;1 ) < 0 and J = N nI. Notice that when k 2 J, we have k;1 = 0. For those indices, m k;0 identically vanishes on @ and therefore satis es not only m k;0 n = 0 but also m k;0 = 0 on @ , hence no signi cant boundary layer is created, and there is no enhanced dissipation of energy in these layers. Hence recalling that N ! +1 as N ! +1, we only have to prove that <Q 1 u " j m k;0 > converges strongly to 0 in L 2 (0; T) for any xed k, and study the interaction of a nite number of modes in div(Q 2 u " Q 2 u " ) using the group method like in 6] 15].
Let us next make a series of remarks. First, we have the identity Qu " = Qm " ? "Q( " u " ), and "j < Q( " u " )jr k;0 > j = " Z " u " r k;0 dx "j " j L ( ) ju " j L ?1 ( ) jr k;0 j L 1 ( ) ; 10 which goes to 0 in L 2 (0; T) since 1 ? 1= < 1=2 ? 1=d and > d=2. Hence, we are led to study <Qm " j m k;0 >.
De ning k;" (t) =< " (t) j k;0 >, we observe that: 2 < Qm " j m k;0 >= k;" ? k;" , so that it su ces to consider the convergence properties of k;" in L 2 (0; T).
As a last remark, we deduce from Proposition 1 applied with N = 2 that j< " (t) j k;0 ? k;";2 >j C p " j " j L 1 (0;T;L ( )) + jm " j L 1 (0;T;L 2 =( +1) ( )) ; where = inf(1 ? 1= ; 1=2 ? 1=2 ), hence we only have to prove that b k;" (t) =< " (t) j k;";2 > converges strongly to 0 in L 2 (0; T) when k 2 I, and study its oscillations when k 2 J. Z m k;";2 ( + ( + )rdiv)(u " " )(t) ;
and c 4 (t) = " ?1 j < " jR k;";2 > j: Observing that m " = " " u " + u " , we have c 1 (t) jm k;";2 j L 1 ( ) ju " 1 + u " 2 j L 2 ( ) jru " j L 2 ( ) +"j " j L 1 (0;T;L ( )) ju " j L =( ?1) ( ) jrm k;";2 j L 1 ( ) ; Cju " 1 j L 1 (0;T;L 2 ( )) jru " j L 2 ( ) + C" 1 2 jru " j 2 L 2 ( ) + C" 1 2 jru " j L 2 ( ) ; using the decomposition u " = u " 1 + u " 2 (see section 2). The second term c 2 is estimated recalling (15) c 2 (t) Cj " j L 1 (0;T;L 1 ( )) j k;";2 j L 1 ( ) + jR k;";2 j L 1 ( ) C:
Using the fact that m k;";2 and " u " satisfy homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, we deduce that It is now easy to conclude making extensive use of (34) that b k;" converges strongly to 0 in L 2 (0; T).
The case k 2 J:
From (32) and the fact that k;1 = 0, we deduce that e i k;0 t=" b k;" is bounded in L 2 (0; T) and that its derivative in time is bounded in p "L 1 (0; T) + L p (0; T) for some p > 1. It follows that up to the extraction of a subsequence, it converges strongly in L 2 (0; T) to some b k;osc . As a result, the problem reduces to study interaction of resonant time oscillations, so that we conclude as in 6] 15] by observing that as long as k;0 = l;0 , we have div (r k;0 r l;0 +r l;0 r k;0 ) = ? 2 k;0 r( k;0 l;0 )+r(r k;0 r l;0 ); which is a gradient, and thus disappears in the pressure term. Using the methods of 6], 15], it is possible to write down an equation for e i k;0 t=" b k;" , which describes the evolution of the acoustic waves, their mutual interactions, and their interactions with the limit ow. We will not enter into the details of the algebra and refer to ( 6] , 15], 18]) for more details.
